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Grid middleware sta ks, in luding gLite, matured into the state of being able
to pro ess up to millions of jobs per day. Logging and Bookkeeping, the gLite job-tra king
servi e, keeps pa e with this rate; however, it is not designed to provide a long-term ar hive of
information on exe uted jobs.
ATLAS  representative of a large user ommunity  addresses this issue with its own
job atalogue (ProdDB). Development of su h a ustomized servi e, not easily reusable, took
onsiderable eort whi h is not aordable by smaller ommunities. On the ontrary, Job
Provenan e (JP), a generi gLite servi e designed for long-term ar hiving of information on
exe uted jobs fo using on s alability, extensibility, uniform data view, and ongurability, allows
more spe ialized atalogues to be easily built.
We present the rst results of an experimental JP deployment for the ATLAS produ tion
infrastru ture where a JP installation was fed with a part of ATLAS jobs, and also stress tested
with real produ tion data.
The main out ome of this work is a demonstration that JP an omplement large-s ale
appli ation-spe i job atalogue servi es, while serving a similar purpose where there are none
available.

Abstra t.

1. gLite Job Provenan e
The need for a grid middleware servi e that would help users tra king their jobs, store the
information for long term, allow adding further annotations, and provide e ient querying
apabilities nally, was the primary motivation for developing
Pragmati

Job Provenan e

(JP).

implementational requirements on JP emerging from its main purpose are rather

ontradi tory. Information on ea h job should be su iently detailed, while the gathered data
should be stored for long time. This implies ever growing requirements on storage spa e that
must be kept reasonable by making job re ords as

ompa t as possible. The EGEE proje t aims

at 1 million jobs per day; quantitative assessments of impli ations in JP are given in [1℄, as well
as deployment

onsiderations. At the same time e ient queries are required, whi h is virtually

impossible on huge number of

ompa t re ords. Finally, JP has to be able to

evolution of various data formats
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onsistently.
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ope with long-term
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The overall JP design tries to keep these requirements in a reasonable balan e. In this se tion
we provide an overview. Further details

an be found in [1, 2℄.

1.1. Data in JP and Their Organization
The primary data organization in JP is on a per job basis, a
Logging and Bookkeeping servi e (L&B) [1℄.
a

on ept following the model of

Every data item stored in JP is asso iated to

on rete grid job. The following data are gathered from the grid middleware:



Job exe ution tra e, witnessing the environment of job exe

ution  omplete L&B data, that

is when and where the job was planned and exe uted, how many times and for what reasons



it was resubmitted et .

Job annotations  the JP servi

e allows the user to add arbitrary annotations to a job in the

form of name = value pairs. These annotations

1

an be re orded upon job submission (via

JDL .), during the job exe ution or at any time afterward. Besides providing information
on the job (for example that it was a produ tion-phase job of a parti ular experiment) these
annotations may

arry information on relationships between the job and other entities like

external datasets.
In order to over ome the diversity of various data formats as well as their long-term evolution,
to provide further extensibility, and to unify the handling of dierent data, the JP

on ept

distinguishes between the following views on the data:



Raw representation  the physi

al data re eived and stored in JP. There are two input and

storage modes in JP:



Small size

tags,

expressed as name = value pairs, enter the system via its primary

interfa e (a web servi e operation in the

urrent implementation). Value is assumed

to be a literal, without any stru ture that JP should be aware of.

 Bulk les,

typi al example is the

a suitable transfer proto ol.

omplete dump of L&B data, are uploaded via

Files are supposed to be stru tured.

However, they are

stored as is, and upon upload they are annotated with format identi ation, in luding
version of the format. To extra t required information, spe i



the le stru ture and are able to handle parti ular le formats

Logi al view

plugins that understand
an be installed in JP.

is an abstra t level used for manipulation of JP data, and it is the preferred

way for the most of JP operations (queries are spe ied in terms of attributes of the logi al
view). The following list summarizes the basi



All data are expressed by

attributes

ideas:

at the logi al level. A job attribute has a unique

name and may have multiple values for a single job. The attribute name must be fully
qualied with a namespa e (its s hema




an be spe ied and enfor ed) in order to ensure

extensibility and uniqueness.
Expli itly re orded tags (user annotations) map to attributes in a straightforward way,
the name and value of a tag be oming the name and value of an attribute, resp.
An uploaded le is usually a sour e of multiple attributes, whi h are digested from
the le based on knowledge of a parti ular le stru ture and semanti s. For example,
L&B dump le provides attributes like job submission and



resubmits,

ompletion time, number of

omputing element where the job ran et .

The digest pro ess extra ting attributes from raw data les is implemented with

plugins.

The task of a plugin is parsing a parti ular le type and providing

JP

alls to

retrieve attribute values. JP denes a xed plugin interfa e API, supporting thus even
future le formats.
1

Job Des ription Language, self- ontained spe i ation of the job (exe utable, arguments, inputs, et .) in the
gLite workload management, see [3℄
2
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1.2. JP Components
JP provides two
and

ongurable

lasses of servi es: a permanent

Index Servers

Primary Storage

(JPIS). Primary Storage a

rst set of requirements spe ied for a Job Provenan e  storing a
the user to add annotations, and providing elementary a

(JPPS) and possibly volatile

epts and stores job data,

overing the

ompa t job re ord, allowing

ess to the data. Index Servers provide

an optimized querying and data-mining interfa e for the end-users. Relationship of JPPS and
JPIS is a many-to-many  a single JPIS

an query multiple JPPS's and vi e versa, a single JPPS

is ready to feed multiple JPIS's. Typi ally, the end users query JPIS's only.
The query language is intentionally restri ted in order to allow e ient implementation of
the query engine. The
is a

urrent format of the query is a list of lists of

omparison (less, greater, equal) of an attribute value to a

onditions. A

onstant.

ondition

Items of an inner

list must refer to the same attribute and they are logi ally OR-ed. Finally the inner lists are
logi ally AND-ed.

A

ording to our experien e with the L&B servi e, this query language is

powerful enough to satisfy user needs while simple enough to allow e ient pro essing.
Index Servers are
user






reated,

ommunity needs. The

ongured, and populated semi-dynami ally a

ording to parti ular

onguration is formed by:

one or more Primary Storages to

onta t,

onditions (expressed in terms of JP attributes) on jobs that should be retrieved,
list of attributes to be retrieved,
list of attributes to be indexed  a user query must refer to at least one of these for
performan e reasons.

The set of attributes and the

onditions spe ify the set of data that is retrieved from JPPS,

and they ree t the assumed pattern of user queries. The amount of data fed into a single JPIS
instan e is assumed to be only a fra tion of data in JPPS, both regarding the number of jobs,
and the number of distin t attributes.

2. ATLAS Job Pro essing
The ATLAS experiment uses 3 grid avours (EGEE, OSG
and NorduGrid) for event simulation and re onstru tion jobs.
A

ustom

main

database,

parts

of

the

a supervisor,
ATLAS

and exe utors

produ tion

system

are the

(ProdSys).

Figure 1 shows a graphi al representation of relations between
omponents

of

the

produ tion

system.

The

database

(ProdDB) stores denitions of tasks and jobs and their
status.
a

Supervisor is a

urrent

ommon interfa e for all 3 grids for

ommuni ation with the ProdDB. Exe utors  Lexor for

EGEE  translate job denitions to a spe i

format a

ording

a grid system and via the supervisor store states of jobs in the
ProdDB.
A

task

is a high level denition of a set of jobs.

It

denes input and output datasets and a transformation to
be used.

Jobs are

reated from a task in the ProdDB and

then passed via the supervisor to a pre-dened exe utor. Jobs
are being resubmitted until su

essful

the maximum number of attempts.

ompletion or rea hing

A s hemati

overview of

Figure 1.

ATLAS produ tion

system high-level overview

main tables in the ProdDB and their dependen ies is shown in
Figure 2. See [4℄ for a detailed des ription of the produ tion system and [5℄ for re ent updates
of the EGEE part.
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Main entities in ProdDB

3. JP deployment for ATLAS
3.1. Data Model
Following the JP data model, all detailed information on the jobs, in luding ATLAS-spe i
data, is expressed in terms of the job attributes (se tion 1.1). The ATLAS-spe i

attributes

used in our experiments are summarized in Table 1.
Attributes taskId, jobDefId, and JobExeId are unique identiers from tables in ATLAS
ProdDB and they form the relationship of the JP job re ord with ProdDB. The others
additional details (this set
It

an be seen

arry

an be extended arbitrarily).

learly that the data model is at w. r. t. the original hierar hi al one (se tion 2).

Despite of its well-known limitations (namely breaking normal forms of relational data model),
the JP at model is generi , allowing any hierar hy to be mapped into it, without any
in JP. We




hanges

an support this view on the example of mappping of ATLAS hierar hy:

The hierar hy task  job denition  job exe ution is still present at the logi al view.
With appropriate JP plugins, the higher level entities (task and jobdef )

an be stored in JP

as virtual jobs, therefore avoiding multiple storage of the task- and jobdef-level attributes
with all jobs.

3.2. Servi e Setup
For the presented experiment we deployed a L&B and JP servi e
Preview testbed.

hain on the EGEE JRA1

This is supposed to be a pla e where developers expose new versions of

middleware to be available to users for early evaluation and feedba k on new features.

Table 1.

ATLAS spe i

S hema/JP/Atlas

job attributes. All are from namespa e

http://egee. esnet. z/en/

Attribute

Meaning

taskId

ATLAS task identier

taskName

des riptive task name

jobDefId

job denition identier

jobExeId

job exe ution identier

inputDatasetName

name of dataset pro essed by the job

partNr

pro essed partition of the dataset
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used hardware does not signi antly dier from hardware used in the produ tion.

Deployed

servi es are:






LB server (skurut68-1. esnet. z, Intel Xeon 3 GHz, 1 GB RAM)  a dedi

ated LB server

ongured to provide all information about jobs to the JP primary storage.

JP Primary Storage (umbar.i s.muni. z, AMD Athlon64 2.4 GHz, 1 GB RAM)
JP Index Server (skurut68-2. esnet. z, Intel Xeon 3 GHz, 1 GB RAM)  for the purpose
of the tests, we deployed just one JPIS

ustomized to answer queries of our experimental

GUI (se tion 3.3.1). In parti ular, it means that the index server is

ongured to get all

attributes from Table 1 together with additional system attributes sumarized in Table 2.
This index server is

ongured to retreive all available

2 ATLAS jobs (identied by existen e

of taskid attribute) submitted in August 2007. A real world deployment s enario assumes
multiple JPIS's for ea h JPPS. Ea h of these index servers is

ongured to meet a parti ular

user group needs, e. g. to retreive jobs only for a given set of datasets/tasks, time window,
or

omputing elements used.

The only hange in the ATLAS produ tion system is that its WMS (egee-rb-01.mi.infn.it)
is

ongured to use L&B servi e dedi ated to this experiment. In order to a

ess ATLAS spe i

information, we instrumented the ATLAS job exe utor to re ord new job attributes as des ribed
in the previous se tion. The information known at submission time is re orded as a part of JDL
while the information known only at run-time or after job

Table 2.

ompletion is logged as L&B user tags.

Additional system attributes. Namespa e prex is omitted.

Attribute

Meaning

user

Job owner

nalStatus

Final job status (Done, Aborted, Can elled)

LRMSDoneStatus

Final job status as reported by LRMS ( omputing element)

LRMSStatusReason

Reason of the status

3.3. User Interfa es
We des ribe the design and implementation of the appli ation used to display jobs' information
during the tests. In order to demonstrate the exibility of the approa h we also dis uss two other
potential views on the data that

an be implemented quite easily with appropriate

onguration

of JPIS and slightly adapted end-user appli ation.

3.3.1. Implemented user interfa e.
the

lient also oers a

shows the

Besides allowing users to browse individual job attributes,

omprehensive 2-dimensional overview of jobs stored in JP. Figure 3

lient displaying a dataset/CE matrix. Ea h

ell of the matrix (left half of the s reen)

ontains i ons representing the states of jobs mat hing the given dataset/CE
may be failed jobs (red), su
any of the

ombination. There

esfully nished jobs (green), or no jobs at all (empty). Cli king

ells opens a list of mat hing jobs in the top right table. Any of these jobs may be

sele ted to display a tual attributes in the bottom right table.
The graphi al user interfa e has been implemented as a native Linux appli ation written in
C using GTK. It a
2

esses the given JP Index Server and retrieves information in a fairly simple

It means, due to the overall testbed setup, those submitted via Lexor instan e in Milan.
5
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Figure 3.

Typi al view on the tested user interfa e

way. Queries get sent to the Index Server through gSOAP interfa e. The

lient reads available

attributes for all ATLAS jobs at startup, and then de ides on the way of representing job status
overview in a matrix. It
or display

an either display information on the number of nished/failed jobs,

olor-s ale representations

omparing the values of various numeri

attributes. The

lient supports swit hing between several views.
Modifying the program to display data in a dierent manner, to base the overveiw matrix on
dierent attribute values, or making other adjustments is extremely simple.

3.3.2. High Priority Task Pro essing in Time.
high priority as their

ompletion is

Some tasks in ATLAS produ tion are assigned

riti al for various reasons. Jobs of high priority tasks are

submitted rst by exe utors, however, it may happen that some of the jobs keep failing, blo king
ompletion of the entire task. Typi ally, human intervention is required.
The human operator

an be alerted by only a brief look at a view similar to Figure 3 with

only jobs of high-priority tasks being shown, arranged in rows a
a

ording to tasks, and in

olumns

ording to days or weeks of their exe ution. In this view, tasks spanning over too long time or

exhibiting too many job failures would be easily identied visually.

Implementation of the view requires adding the ATLAS task priority (priority

olumn of

EJOBDEF ProdDB table) among the attributes stored in JP. As it is known on job submission,
it

an be passed via JDL. Then, JPIS queries JPPS only for jobs ex eeding

ertain task priority

threshold, besides the usual timespan of their exe ution, and a detailed job re ord similar to the
previous

ase is retrieved. Depending on a tual number of job re ords, the user front-end queries

for all jobs in this JPIS, or restri ts the set further.

3.3.3. Exe utor vs. Computing Element.
administrative domain only (T1

Some exe utor instan es submit jobs to a

ertain

loud), others submit more widely but they should avoid areas

dedi ated to the spe ialized ones. An appropriate view arranges jobs in rows a

6
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exe utor instan e and
jobs in an array
and failed jobs).

olumns by

ell is mapped to

omputing element. Unlike the previous views, the number of
olor saturation of the i on (eventually two i ons for su

essful

Then distribution of jobs to CEs is visible easily, as well as any anomalies,

under- or over-loading of CEs by

ertain exe utors, et .

The view requires adding the exe utor instan e identier (exe

table), passed via JDL again.

utor

JPIS would query for jobs run in

olumn of EJOBEXE

ertain time interval, and

retrieve a tiny job re ord only (exe utor id, CE id, and nal status).
This use ase be omes more

hallenging when the number of jobs that are retrieved from JPIS

be omes too big (see se tion 3.4 for quantitative assessment) to be pro essed by the front-end.
We

onsider extending the JPIS query interfa e with operations similar to

in SQL to

ount() and group by

over similar usage.

3.4. Test Results
We have performed two

lasses of measurements 

on-line, stress

and partial

The on-line tests were done with the real ATLAS produ tion tra

s alability

tests.

(all jobs handled by LCG

exe utor in INFN Milano site) during two weeks in August 2007, using the testbed des ribed in
se tion 3.2. Job data ew through the entire

hain of the servi es involved (L&B, JPPS, and

JPIS), and we fo used on observing the servi es' behaviour. Neither stability problems, nor any
visible

ongestion were seen during the tests. Table 3 summarizes quantitative results.

Table 3.

On-line tests summary

Number of jobs in the test

14,079

Test duration

12 days

Job arrival rate

1,110 jobs/day

On the other hand, the stress tests were run with the data

aptured in the on-line test, but

feeding them into JP servi es at maximum possible speed. In addition, throughput of individual
omponents was measured too. Table 4 shows the results.

Table 4.

Stress tests results (throughput in jobs per day)

export job re ords from L&B

1,247,000

L&B

1,380,000

! JPPS job registration

import job re ords into JPPS
JPPS

! JPIS feed

147,000
1,556,000

An obvious bottlene k of the entire hain was identied in the import of job re ords into JPPS.
This appears due to not reusing an available GSI-ftp
and it

onne tion in the

urrent implementation

an be removed quite easily.

The overall throughput (147 kjob/day) is higher than the

urrent produ tion throughput

(1 kjob/day that we got in partial tests and approx. 20 kjobs/day reported as overall ATLAS
produ tion [5℄). However, e. g., the target infrastru ture throughput of 200 kjobs/day announ ed
by CMS [6℄ is higher, therefore further performan e improvements are ne essary in the mid-term.
On the other hand, the end-user observes dire tly only the last element of the

hain 

the JPIS query. For the whole set of 14,000 jobs we measured approx. 7 s response time. (This

7
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parti ular test

ase is not quite realisiti , we assume only hundreds of jobs being hit by a typi al

query; the test was overs aled to get measurable timing.) Detailed proling shows that most of
this time is spent in en oding and de oding SOAP XML messages of the
therefore it is proportional to the amount of data sent to the
the JPIS database. Altogether, we

ommuni ation proto ol,

lient, not to the number of jobs in

onsider throughput of this most

riti al part to be su ient

urrently.
Finally, a partial s alability test was done by extra ting data on approx. 560,000 former EGEE
jobs available in ProdDB, and storing them in JPPS in the form of JP tags. The single job re ord
obtained in this way is not

omparable in size to those from the previous full-size tests as the

L&B dump is not available anymore. Therefore, the measured throughput (approx.
annot be

5

higher)

ompared dire tly. However, the throughput sustained for the duration of the whole

test (20 hours). Therefore we
with number of re ords

an

on lude that the whole servi e is stable even when it is loaded

orresponding to a long term real produ tion deployment.

3.5. Non-gLite jobs
JP instalation des ribed in this paper

overs only ATLAS jobs submitted with gLite WMS onto

the EGEE grid. However, as we mentioned in previous se tions, ATLAS supports submissions
not only to EGEE, but also to OSG and NorduGrid. L&B servi e, the sour e of events about
job state on the grid, was already extended to support non-gLite jobs. In [7℄ we des ribed L&B
extension whi h supports jobs submitted dire tly to Condor and PBS. Similar extension of JP
strongly reusing the L&B

ode is in a development phase

urrently, and it will provide virtually

all ne essary support for jobs submitted to OSG. Support for NorduGrid is not implemented.
Both L&B and JP

ould be extended to support NorduGrid ARC job-submission system [8℄

analogi ally to Condor support. However, the required eort would be higher in this

ase.

4. Con lusion
Job Provenan e servi e was developed in order to address user requirements for keeping
information on grid jobs for long time, a task whi h was unfeasible to fulll with the existing
on-line job tra king servi e, Logging and Bookeeping.
The servi e was deployed experimentally at the EGEE JRA1 Preview Testbed, and it was fed
with a part of the ATLAS produ tion tra

(approx. 1,000 jobs/day). The servi es sustained

this load without any observable problems. Consequent stress tests, performed with the gathered
real data, show that the expe ted overall throughput of the available version is 147,000 jobs/day,
mat hing the

urrent requirements of the HEP experiments. On the other hand, the produ tion-

s ale deployment identied a

lear but addressable bottlene k. After xing it we

an expe t the

overall throughput of 1 million jobs per day.
Using the

ongurable JP servi es, a thin

lient delivering one possible view of exe uted jobs

(both summary and details) was implemented.
found easily implementable.
deliver many

ustom views a

Two other dierent views were analyzed and

These end-user appli ations demonstrate that JP

an be used to

ording to parti ular and evolving user needs with high exibility

and little additional development eort. Our other work [9, 10℄ shows that this

on ept

an be

extended towards job submission and stearing, too. Therefore, JP is suitable for building systems
similar to ATLAS ProdSys with mu h less development eort w. r. t. these

ustom solutions.

In the near future, JP will be provided for general use in gLite middleware release 3.1. We
plan to provide extensive support to its deployment, as well as to development of appli ationspe i

ustomizations, gathering feedba k for further improvements and extensions of the JP

servi e.
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